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1. Purpose 

This Code are to establish ethical standards of conduct for the persons engaged in the 
business activities of the Japan Accreditation Board (hereinafter referred to as “JAB”) to 
fulfill their social responsibilities through the business activities based on JAB Charter 
(S004). 
 
2. Scope 
This Code shall apply to the executives of JAB and the staff of the Secretariat including 
all the personnel engaged in the activities of JAB under a subcontract agreement, as well 
as accreditation assessors (including surveyors, technical assessors and technical 
experts) (hereinafter referred to as “personnel”). 
 

3. Relationship with society 
3.1 Contribution to society 
Through the execution of the business activities of JAB, JAB shall establish and develop 
conformity assessment systems and mutual recognition systems with other countries 
regarding conformity assessment systems, promote to support the sound growth of 
Japan’s national economy and fair economic activities, and contribute to the 
development of society. 
 
3.2 Compliance with related laws and regulations 
1) In executing the business activities of JAB, personnel shall give sufficient attention to 
ensure that they comply with applicable laws and regulations. 
2) No money, goods, etc. shall be corruptly given, offered or promised to be offered to 
any public official, deemed public official or person designated by special laws 
(hereinafter collectively referred to as “public officers”). In addition, any illegal demand 
for money, goods, etc. must never be accepted. Similarly, no money or other things of 
value shall be corruptly given, offered or promised to be offered to foreign public officers, 
complying with the laws and regulations of their countries and Japan’s Unfair Competition 
Prevention Act and Guidelines to Prevent Bribery of Foreign Public Officials. When 
establishing a business relationship with public officials for the operation of JAB, the 
applicable laws and government ordinances, such as the National Public Service Ethics 
Code shall be carefully referred to so as not to cause any illegal act or suspicion of any 
illegal act. 
 
3.3 Elimination of relationships with antisocial forces 
1) To avoid getting involved in any illegal and antisocial activities, the basic legal 
knowledge, social common sense and a sense of justice shall be acquired to always 
strive to behave in a sensible manner. 
2) There shall be no relationship whatsoever established with antisocial forces. In case 
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an unreasonable claim is made by an antisocial force, it shall be reported immediately to 
JAB. 
3) There shall be no use of antisocial forces to profit JAB or one’s self. 
4) There shall be no transaction whatsoever made with antisocial forces and groups or 
individuals associated with antisocial forces. 
 
3.4 Environmental conservation and protection 
Environmental conservation activities, such as actively purchasing eco-friendly office 
supplies and reducing the use of paper resources by adopting paperless operations shall 
be actively promoted at offices, etc. 
 
4. Impartiality and transparency 
4.1 Appropriate transactions with suppliers 
1) When selecting the most suitable supplier from multiple suppliers, various conditions, 
such as the quality, price, delivery, technological development capability, stable supply, 
corporate attitude and social responsibility shall be compared and evaluated for the 
decision. 
2) No benefits whatsoever, such as solicitations, gifts and provision of conveniences 
offered by any legal entities or individuals with whom business relationships exist shall 
be received, nor any benefits other than those duly recognized in the line of activities 
shall be given to these entities and individuals. 
 
4.2 Relationship with conformity assessment bodies 
1) Conformity assessment bodies (hereinafter referred to as “CABs”) shall be treated on 
an equal footing with decency and integrity. 
2) Any use of misleading words and actions, such as intentionally not sharing the 
information to be informed to CABs shall be avoided. 
 
4.3 Elimination of conflicts of interests 
1) The impartiality and fairness of JAB’s accreditation activities shall be maintained by 
taking into consideration all conflicts of interests that exist in the relationships formed 
through business activities. Any existing, past or foreseeable relationship that may 
undermine the impartiality shall be notified to JAB. 
 
2) In order to ensure the elimination of conflicts of interests, the personnel shall not be 
involved themselves in activities that may affect the accreditation assessment and 
judgment of the subject CABs within a legal entity to which they concurrently serve or to 
which they have belonged for the past two (2) years. However, personnel who have a 
close relationship with CABs, such as having belonged to them for ten (10) years or 
longer and engaged in conformity assessment activities that are subject to accreditation, 
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cannot engage in assessment work as assessment team members or work related to 
accreditation decision for five (5) years after they no longer belong to the entity. 
 
3) If a CAB or person related to the CAB has bribed or attempted to bribe the assessors 
during the accreditation assessment, the assessment shall be terminated. In addition, 
accreditation may be suspended or withdrawn. 
 
4) The detailed rules regarding the conditions that may cause conflicts of interest with 
CABs shall be stipulated in the supplementary provisions. 
 
4.4 Provision of consultancy services 
1) Accreditation assessors shall, when providing consultancy services related to 
accreditation and designated accreditation assessment to the CABs subject to JAB’s 
accreditation and designated accreditation assessments, notify JAB of the details. The 
CABs mentioned herein may or may not be the applicant or accredited bodies. 
In addition, the accreditation assessors shall not be in charge of the assessment of the 
CABs that they provided the consultancy services for five (5) years after the consultation. 
This is not limited to technical fields, such as schemes and/or sub-schemes to which the 
consultancy services are provided but applicable to all accreditation assessments 
conducted by JAB. 
2) Where providing consultancy services to accreditation bodies other than JAB, 
measures to prevent any infringement of the intellectual property rights of JAB shall be 
taken upon receiving approval from JAB. However, this does not apply when providing 
the guidance and assistance after a contract and/or agreement is concluded between 
JAB and such accreditation bodies. 
3) Where providing consultancy services to certified organizations regarding the activities 
that are subject to a conformity assessment covered by JAB’s accreditation (example: 
providing a consultancy service to an organization on its management), it shall be notified 
to JAB regardless of whether the certification activities have been accredited by JAB. 
4) Where the accreditation assessors of testing and calibration laboratories, medical 
laboratories, inspection bodies, reference material producers and proficiency testing 
providers provide consultancy services to the CABs subject to JAB’s accreditation and 
designated accreditation assessments, it shall be required that the assessors have not 
conducted an accreditation assessment of the CABs for the past two (2) years to 
demonstrate that there is no threat to fairness. 
 
5. Relationship between JAB and personnel 
5.1 Respect for human rights and prohibition of discrimination 
1) No unjust discrimination on the basis of birthplace, nationality, race, ethnicity, religion, 
gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, disabilities, hobbies, educational 
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background, family, etc. shall be committed. 
2) No acts that violate human rights, such as violence, verbal abuse, slander, being 
threatened to work, bullying, and spreading of gossip shall be committed. 
3) These acts shall not also be committed when employing and treating personnel and 
measures to prevent others from committing these acts shall also be thoroughly taken. 
 
5.2 Sexual harassment 
1) No verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature that makes others feel uncomfortable 
or that may be perceived as sexual harassment by others shall be used. 
2) In the workplace, use of any verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature that makes 
others feel uncomfortable shall be thoroughly prevented and if such an incident occurs, 
it shall be immediately handled with appropriate actions, such as giving a warning to the 
harasser. 
3) Through the above, any unreasonable labor practices and customs based on gender 
differences shall be eliminated and efforts to maintain a pleasant workplace environment 
shall be made. 
 
5.3 Harassment related to pregnancy, childbirth, childcare leave, etc. 
1) For personnel who use the systems and measures regarding pregnancy, childbirth, 
childcare, nursing care and treatment and those who intend to continue to work after 
having experienced these situations, no words and actions implicating prejudicial 
treatment, hindering the use, offensive or potentially misleading shall be used. 
2) In the workplace, use of any words and actions that may hinder the work of these 
personnel shall be thoroughly prevented and if such an incident occurs, it shall be 
immediately handled with appropriate actions, such as giving a warning to the harasser. 
 
5.4 Abuse of authority 
1) No words and actions that take advantage of superiority in the workplace, such as job 
ranks and human relationships, which may cause mental and physical distress or worsen 
the workplace environment beyond the necessary and considerable range of work shall 
be used. 
2) In the workplace, use of any words and actions that may cause mental and physical 
distress or worsen the workplace environment beyond the necessary and considerable 
range of work shall be thoroughly prevented and if such incidents occurs, it shall be 
immediately handled with appropriate actions, such as giving a warning to the harasser. 
 
5.5 Respect for diversity 
The diverse values and individuality of each personnel shall be respected. In addition, 
personnel shall be encouraged to enhance their individual abilities and specialties and 
realize self-growth through work. 
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5.6 Privacy protection 
Personal information of personnel shall only be used for work purposes and managed 
appropriately. In addition, the information shall be managed strictly so that no such 
information is leaked to the outside. 
 
5.7 Workplace safety and health 
1) Workplace safety and health shall be ensured and efforts shall be made to create and 
maintain a pleasant workplace environment. 
2) Laws and regulations related to work safety and health shall be understood and 
complied with. 
3) If a work-related accident occurs, personnel shall minimize the damage. In addition, it 
shall be immediately reported to JAB to prevent reoccurrence and the prescribed 
procedures shall be implemented without fail. 
 
5.8 Maintaining and improving the health of personnel 
JAB shall support each and every personnel to be able to lead a healthy, lively and 
fulfilling life both physically and mentally. 
 
5.9 Compliance with labor-related laws 
1) The procedures related to work shall be properly carried out. No falsely reported 
working hours whatsoever shall be accepted. 
2) Relevant laws and regulations, such as the Labor Standards Act and labor-
management agreement shall be complied with and working days, working hours, etc. 
shall be thoroughly managed. 
3) No personnel shall be forced to do work that would require excessive or overtime work. 
In addition, various and flexible working styles shall be realized. 
4) The managers shall always pay attention to the workload and mental and physical 
health of their subordinates and promptly take action if there is any distressed personnel. 
 
6. JAB and JAB Propaties 
6.1 Compliance with work-related internal rules 
The internal rules related to work shall be complied with and no fraudulent and dishonest 
acts whatsoever that violate the rules shall be accepted. 
 
6.2 Proper accounting practices, etc. 
1) Entries to accounting books and slips shall be made accurately in accordance with 
relevant laws and regulations and internal rules. 
2) With regard to the contract performance report and sales report, the internal rules shall 
be complied with and their paperwork shall be properly performed. 
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6.3 Prohibition of political and religious activities 
1) During working hours, no acts whatsoever, such as solicitation for political groups, 
asking to vote during elections or campaigning for elections shall be committed. 
2) During working hours, no acts whatsoever, such as solicitation for religious groups, 
imposing creeds, asking for donations or distributing solicitation leaflets shall be 
committed. 
 
6.4 Management of confidential information 
1) Confidential information of JAB and other organizations shall be strictly managed in 
accordance with REGULATIONS FOR INFORMATION SECURITY (S611) and 
INFORMATION SECURITY MANUAL (S691) and ensure that such information does not 
leak outside the JAB. In addition, it shall not be used for any purpose other than business. 
2) When disclosing confidential information outside the JAB, a confidentiality agreement 
shall be concluded to prevent it from being leaked. 
3) Confidential information shall not be used for any purpose other than those permitted 
by other organizations. 
4) Even after retirement, confidential information of JAB and that obtained from outside 
the JAB shall not be leaked. In addition, such information shall not be used for any 
purpose whatsoever. 
 
6.5 Appropriate operation of JAB properties 
Recognizing that JAB properties need to be efficiently used and kept available at all times, 
such properties, whether tangible or intangible, shall be appropriately handled to prevent 
them from being damaged or stolen. In addition, no properties and expenses of JAB shall 
be used for personal purposes. 
 
6.6 Protection of intellectual property rights 
1) Intellectual property rights are important assets of JAB and efforts shall be made to 
appropriately use and protect the rights. 
2) No acts that may infringe the intellectual property rights of others, such as copying 
computer software without permission shall be made. 
3) Intellectual property rights of suppliers shall be used after concluding a proper contract 
and shall not be used without authorization. 
4) Appropriate measures shall be taken so as not to infringe the trademark rights of others. 
 
7. Operational rules 
7.1 Submission of a written pledge 
Personnel shall pledge to carry out their work in compliance with this Code and submit a 
written pledge to JAB once a year. 
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7.2 Disciplinary action against violations 
Those who have committed any act that violates this Code and those who neglected the 
acts that violate this Code shall be subject to disciplinary actions in accordance with 
internal rules, such as Bylaw for Disciplinary Actions (S392). 
 
7.3 Contact for inquiries and reporting 
1) The point of contact for any doubts regarding the contents and interpretations of this 
Code shall be the General Affair Division. 
2) Any act that violates or may violate this Code shall be promptly reported to supervisors. 
3) If there is a reason that the reporting in the preceding item is found difficult to be made 
or even after the reporting is made, the relevant act is left uncorrected, the whistleblowing 
system may be used. 
4) The reporter, whistleblower and collaborators who confirmed the facts shall not suffer 
any disadvantage whatsoever due to the fact that they reported, filed a complaint or 
helped, respectively. 
 
8. Cited documents 
S004 Charter of Conduct 
S392 Bylaw for Disciplinary Actions 
S611 REGULATIONS FOR INFORMATION SECURITY 
S691 INFORMATION SECURITY MANUAL 
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Supplementary provisions 
1. Prohibitions 
1) Relating to accreditation assessment and designated accreditation assessment 

(hereinafter referred to as “accreditation assessment”) 
(1) Drinking and dining, gifts, etc. 

① Lunches 
During accreditation assessment, if a lunch is had for an unavoidable reason, 
in principle, they shall be of content normally acceptable and appropriate, paid 
by the assessor and its voucher shall be received. 
If the price is unknown or the assessees including the organization whose audit was 
witnessed (hereinafter referred to as “assessee”) decline the reimbursement, the 
assessor(s) shall report this to the Secretariat, which then charges the CAB the 
assessment fees deducting the amount of money concerned, in which case, the same 
amount of money shall be deducted from the sundry expenses of assessment charged 
by the assessor(s). 

② Diners 
In principle, it is prohibited to have evening meals with the assessee during 
accreditation assessment.  If an evening meal is had for an unavoidable 
reason, money spent shall be paid, its voucher shall be received, and it shall 
be reported to the Secretariat with the copy of the voucher.  If this is not 
feasible, any evening meal shall not be had together under any circumstances. 

③ Home-coming presents, etc. 
Relative to accreditation assessment, no gift including home-coming present 
or money/ likes* from the assessee shall not be accepted. (Refer to 4.1 and 
4.3.)  If sent directly home, such shall be returned to the sender and it shall 
be reported to the Secretariat to the effect. 
* money/ likes contains hard currency, cash vouchers and marketable 
securities.  This prohibition applies regardless of their nominal terms, e.g., 
farewell gifts, gratuity, condolence payments, taxi fare, etc. 
However, cases that fall under the provision of 2) (1) ③  hereof shall be 
excluded. 

(2) Provision of conveniences  
① Relative to accreditation assessment where the traveling expenses/hotel room 

charges are not payable by the assessee, Personnel shall not receive from the 
assessee traveling expenses or tickets, or have the assessee pay hotel room 
charges, nor shall they accept provision of conveniences such as special 
discount for traveling or hotel room charges for reasons of the situation being 
for assessment.  If discounts, etc. that the assessee also enjoys based on a 
contract, etc. are applicable under the same conditions as the assessee, such 
discounts shall be excluded from the application of the provisions for 
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prohibition hereof. 
② For accreditation assessment where the traveling expenses are not payable 

by the assessee, personnel shall not accept provision of transportation 
services, etc. offered by the assessee.  
Exclusions: 
For the following cases, provided that the fact is reported to the Secretariat 
and its approval having been obtained, the exclusion of the prohibition shall 
apply.  To note, the reporting and approval may be posteriori. 
a) If it is requested by the assessee for reason of work efficiency; or 
b) if other means of transportation may be made available only with difficulty, 

or it is considered necessary due to the reason of the lack of knowledge 
about the physical location or other circumstances. 

2) Relating to entities (including organizations and individuals belonging to them) for 
accreditation at occasions other than accreditation assessment (in case of designated 
assessment, “accreditation” is read as “designated accreditation”)  
(1) Entertained by drinking and dining, etc. 

① Personnel shall not be entertained by the provision of drinking and dining, etc. 
from the entity for accreditation. 

② When personnel drink and dine together with an entity for accreditation, the 
total expenses or the correct expenses of the personnel shall be made payable 
by the personnel and they shall report this to the Ethics Officer together with 
relevant vouchers. 

③ If the occasion falls on either one of the followings, it shall be excluded from 
the prohibition of drinking/ dining entertainment: 
a) the case of an invitation from an organization comprised of entities for 

accreditation; or  
b) the case of an invitation to a party, etc. hosted by an entity for accreditation, 

invited together with unspecified many, and where the party, etc. is in line 
with the JAB’s policy for responding to invitations to parties, etc. 

(2) Games such as mahjong, golf, or tourism 
① The personnel shall not play with an entity for accreditation such games as 

mahjong and poker. 
② The personnel shall not be entertained by an entity for accreditation by playing 

golf or traveling for tourism together.  If such is enjoyed together with an entity 
for accreditation, the total expenses or the correct expenses of the personnel 
shall be made payable by the JAB or the personnel and they shall report this 
to the Ethics Officer together with relevant vouchers. 

(3) Receiving gifts and money/ likes 
The personnel shall not receive gifts and/or money/ likes. 
However, the following cases shall be excluded from the cases of prohibition: 
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① Of practices implemented as part of social courtesies and customs including a 
coming-home present, those that are recognized as giving no adverse effect 
on the impartiality of the activities of JAB, and furthermore those that are sent 
to the organization of JAB, and not to individual personnel. 

② Souvenirs and advertising specialties, etc. distributed to unspecified many by 
the entity for accreditation. 

(4) Money loan 
The personnel shall not loan money from the entity for accreditation. 

(5) Loan of goods and immovable property, or services, free of charge 
The personnel shall not loan goods and/or immovable property, from the entity for 
accreditation, free of charge, nor shall they be provided with services free of 
charge. 

(6) The personnel shall not receive any other advantage or convenience that is 
generally considered to be expecting favors in return by a particular entity for 
accreditation. 

 
2. Requirements concerning vouchers 

Vouchers referred to in these Supplementary provisions shall be the original vouchers 
issued by the business or those issued by the assessee (including the organization at 
the time of witnessing).  They may be in duplicate. 

 
3. How to respond to requests for providing with lectures, lecturers to training courses, 

contribution of articles to publications, etc. 
1) Basic policy for accepting requests 

Requests that may be accepted shall be those that contribute to the dissemination 
and enlightenment of conformity assessment schemes, maintenance and 
enhancement of the quality of assessment and schemes, and furthermore those that 
are not meant for the sole benefit of particular CABs and individuals. 

2) Response procedure 
The personnel shall obtain approval prior to accepting a request for a lecture, being a 
lecturer of a training course, contributing articles to a publication, or others.  This 
approval shall be sought from the General Manager of the Strategic Planning Division 
where it concerns a staff member of the Secretariat and the General Manager of the 
Operational Division where it concerns accreditation assessors. 

3) Specific responses shall be as follows: 
(1) If the objective or intent of the requesting party is for the sales promotion, etc. of 

the requesting party, such request shall not be accepted. 
However, where it concerns contribution of an article to a publication, and if the 
content of such publication is not solely for the sales promotional purpose of the 
requesting party, and is also for general explanation, etc. of the schemes, and 
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furthermore, if it is recognized as useful for the dissemination/ enlightenment of 
the schemes, the request is accepted within the range feasible judging from the 
situation of activities. 
It is provided for, furthermore, that this does not apply if the publication in which 
the article is to be inserted is sales pamphlets themselves of the requesting party 
(accepted if it concerns newsletters and the likes). 

(2) If the objective or intent of the requesting party is for use internal of the requesting 
party (for example, training, etc. of staff and/or auditors of the requesting party), 
the request is accepted within the range feasible judging from the situation of 
activities. 
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